Abstract. Copulas have become an important tool in the modern best practice Enterprise Risk Management, often supplanting other approaches to modelling stochastic dependence. However, choosing the 'right' copula is not an easy task, and the temptation to prefer a tractable rather than a meaningful candidate from the encompassing copulas toolbox is strong. The ubiquitous applications of the Gaussian copula is just one illuminating example.
Introduction
Copulas are beautiful mathematical constructions, and as such they have become a well established quantitative tool in actuarial and financial research and practice (e.g., Denuit et al., 2005; McNeil et al., 2005 ; and references therein). However, with the tractability comes a price. Namely, while we must choose a copula depending on the problem at hand, this choice is somewhat vague. As a result, practitioners often choose copulas due to the mathematical convenience, rather than because of meaningful connections to the phenomena they model. The reason is that such connections are frequently very difficult to find. Luckily there are exceptions.
To set off, we recall that an n(∈ N)-variate function C : [0, 1] n → [0, 1] is a copula, if it is grounded, n-increasing, and have uniformly distributed margins (e.g., Joe, 1997; Nelsen, 2006) .
Example 1 (Marshall-Olkin (MO) copula (e.g., Cherubini et al., 2013) ). Consider spouses that purchase a life insurance. The joint future lifetime of the couple can be modelled by the random variable (r.v.) (τ 1 , τ 2 ) ′ ∈ R 2 0,+ := [0, ∞) 2 , such that
where 1 E λ 1 , 2 E λ 2 and E λ 0 are all exponentially distributed and stochastically independent r.v.'s having positive scale parameters λ 1 , λ 2 and λ 0 , respectively (Bowers et al., 1997) .
Stochastic representation (1.1) is quite natural, as the spouses may die either at independent future times 1 E λ 1 and 2 E λ 2 -as a result of the individual mortality, or simultaneously (fully comonotonically) -as a result of a joint fatal hazard (common shock). The joint survivorship probability of the future lifetimes is then (Marshall and Olkin, 1967) P[τ 1 > s, τ 2 > t] = exp{−λ 1 s − λ 2 t − λ 0 (s ∨ t)}, where s, t ∈ R 0,+ , and a routine application of Sklar's theorem (Sklar, 1959) yields that the corresponding copula function (e.g., Cherubini et al., 2013 ) is C(u, v) = u 1−λ 0 /(λ 1 +λ 0 ) v ∧ v 1−λ 0 /(λ 2 +λ 0 ) u, where u, v ∈ [0, 1].
In summary, the (bivariate) MO copula can be mapped to a stochastic representation that describes a meaningful real world phenomenon of interest to actuaries.
Example 2 (Clayton copula (Clayton, 1978) ). Consider two risk components in a portfolio of default risks, and let the coordinates of the r.v. (τ 1 , τ 2 ) ′ ∈ R 2 0,+ denote the default times of these risk components. Furthermore, let 1 E λ and 2 E λ be two exponentially distributed r.v.'s that are independent mutually as well as on a gamma distributed r.v. Λ having shape parameter γ(∈ R + ) and unit scale parameter. Last but not least, denote by ' * ' the mixture operator, such that 1 E Λ d = 1 E λ * Λ and 2 E Λ d = 2 E λ * Λ, where ' d =' denotes equality in distribution. Then we may be interested in the following default specification τ 1 = 1 E Λ and τ 2 = 2 E Λ .
(1.2)
Stochastic representation (1.2) is a simplification of the CreditRisk + approach to modelling the risk of default (Bielecki and Rutkowski, 2004) , and it is easy to see that the corresponding joint survival function is (e.g., Albrecher et al., 2011; Su and Furman, 2016a) P[τ 1 > s, τ 2 > t] = (1 + s + t) −γ , where s, t ∈ R 0,+ .
Moreover, the obtained dependent times of occurrence (hitting times) (τ 1 , τ 2 ) ′ are positively quadrant dependent (PQD) (Lehmann, 1966) , and Sklar's theorem yields the following copula (e.g., Joe, 1997; Nelsen, 2006 )
Hence, similarly to the case of the Marshall-Olkin copula in Example 1, the Clayton copula admits a stochastic representation that is of interest to (credit) risk professionals.
The goal of this paper is to introduce and study a class of copula functions that unify, among others, the MO and Clayton copulas discussed in Examples 1 and 2, respectively.
More specifically, the Multiple Risk Factor (MRF) copulas introduced herein admit meaningful stochastic representations, are non-exchangeable and allow for a significant variety of tail dependences, and nevertheless are surprisingly tractable analytically. Immediate areas of application of the MRF copulas are life insurance and default risk management.
E.g., in the latter context, the MRF dependencies describe default risk portfolios, which are exposed to an arbitrary number of fatal risk factors having conditionally exponential hitting times that can be independent, positively orthant dependent (POD) (Lehmann, 1966) and even fully comonotonic (Dhaene et al., 2002a,b) .
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce the MRF copulas in their most general form along with the various links to default specifications having stochastic default barriers. One of the interesting peculiarities of the MRF copulas is the fact that they are not absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure, thus allowing for a non-zero probability of simultaneous default. We study the phenomenon of simultaneous default generally in Section 3, and we specialize the discussion to the context of the Clayton subclass of the MRF copulas in Section 4, where we also study the dependence properties of the Clayton MRF copulas thoroughly. Last but not least, we explore the extremal (tail) dependence behaviour of the Clayton MRF copulas in Section 5, where we employ both the classic indices of tail dependence and the new notion of maximal tail dependence introduced recently in Furman et al. (2015) . Section 6 concludes the paper. The proofs are relegated to the appendix.
2 Construction of the multiple risk factor copula functions and some basic properties
Consider a risk portfolio (r.p.) that consists of n risk components (r.c.'s) with the labels in the set {1, . . . , n}. Let X = (X 1 , . . . , X n ) ′ denote a r.v. with the i-th coordinate interpreted as the default time of the i-th r.c. with i = 1, . . . , n, and assume that each r.c.
is exposed to some of (or all of) (l + m) fatal risk factors (r.f.'s) of which l(∈ N) r.f.'s have fully-comonotonic hitting times and m(∈ N) r.f.'s have POD hitting times. Further, let the block matrix c = (c l , c m ) ∈ Mat n×(l+m) (1) have entries in 1 := {0, 1} and describe the exposure of the r.p. {1, . . . , n} to the distinct r.f.'s in the set {1, . . . , l + m}; we assume that the matrix c is deterministic and may in practice be chosen by the senior risk management. Finally, let the sets RF contain the r.f.'s that 'hit' the i-th r.c., i = 1, . . . , n. Similarly, denote by RC j = {i ∈ {1, . . . , n} : c i,j = 1} the set that contains all the r.c.'s that are hit by the j-th r.f., j = 1, . . . , l + m.
To make the distributional structure underlying the general set-up above tractable analytically, we assume hereafter that (A1) for a fixed r.f. in the sets {1, . . . , l} and {l + 1, . . . , l + m}, the hitting time r.v.'s are conditionally fully-comonotonic and conditionally independent, respectively; (A2) the r.v. Λ := (Λ 1 , . . . , Λ l+m ) ′ gathers the uncertainty about r.f.'s, and the coordinates Λ 1 , . . . , Λ l+m are mutually independent stochastically; (A3) for varying r.f.'s in the set {1, . . . , l +m}, the hitting time r.v.'s are stochastically independent and distributed exponentially, succinctly E λ 1 , . . . , E λ l and i E λ l+1 , . . . , i E λ l+m ,
given Λ 1 = λ 1 , . . . , Λ l+m = λ l+m , where i = 1, . . . , n, and λ 1 , . . . , λ l+m are all positive.
We have already mentioned the notion of mixture operator (Example 2). More specifically, given two appropriately jointly measurable r.v.'s X β ∼ C(β) with β ∈ B ⊆ R and B ∼ H, the 'mixture' r.v. X B has the same distribution as X β * B, where the r.v. B has its range in B. Then, for i = 1, . . . , n, let N λ j t , j = 1, . . . , l and i N λ j t , j = l + 1, . . . , l + m denote stochastically independent homogeneous Poisson processes with intensities λ j such
to represent the default time of the i-th r.c., where Λ j , j ∈ RF i are positive r.v.'s and i = 1, . . . , n. Given assumptions (A2) and (A3) above, it is easy to show that, for t ∈ R 0,+ , the marginal survival probability of τ i is
where
here and throughout ψ X (x) denotes the Laplace transform of the r.v. X evaluated at x ∈ R 0,+ . In a similar fashion and with a bit of an effort, we show that, for t i ∈ R 0,+ , i = 1, . . . , n and Λ as before, the joint survival probability is given by
In practice, the mixed (doubly stochastic) Poisson processes that generate defaults must not be necessarily homogeneous. Namely, we may be interested in the integrated intensities Λ j (t), t ∈ R 0,+ , j = 1, . . . , l + m, which are real valued, continuous and increasing stochastic processes such that Λ j (0) = 0. As a result (2.1) can be generalized
where i = 1, . . . , n. The survival function of τ i as well as the joint survival function of (τ 1 , . . . , τ n ) ′ are formulated in the next theorem. The proofs are omitted, as they very much resemble the derivations that led to (2.2) and (2.3).
Theorem 1. For default specification (2.3) and assuming that Λ j (t), t ∈ R 0,+ are real valued, continuous and increasing stochastic processes with Λ j (0) = 0, j = 1, . . . , l + m, the marginal survival probability of the i-th r.c. is given by
4)
for i = 1, . . . , n. Also, the joint survivorship probability of the risk portfolio {1, . . . , n} is formulated as
where t i ∈ R 0,+ , i = 1, . . . , n.
We next show that the general form of the MRF dependencies, and hence (2.3), admit the so called default specification with stochastic default barrier. To this end, for i = 1, . . . , n and t ∈ R 0,+ , let 6) where (Jacod and Shiryaev, 2003 ) 
(D2) uniform default barrier representation
We note in passing that default specifications with stochastic barriersà la (D1) have been discussed in, e.g., Lando (2004) , Escobar et al. (2012) , Skoglund and Chen (2015) and references therein. Interestingly, (D1) to an extent reduces the complexity involved in simulating the r.v.'s τ 1 , . . . , τ n . Indeed, note that according to (2.6) and concentrating on the r.f.'s with POD hitting times, we have that in order to simulate τ i , i = 1, . . . , n, it is only necessary to simulate at most m sample paths of the stochastic processes Λ j (t), j ∈ {l + 1, . . . , l + m} as well as one exponential r.v. with unit scale, whereas the stochastic representations in Su and Furman (2016b) requires an n × m array of such exponentials.
On a different note, default specification (D2) suggests that non-negative probabilities of simultaneous default in the context of (2.3) can only manifest as a result of the r.f.'s in the set {1, . . . , l}. Also, (D2) is of special interest as the next theorem hints. Let
where u ∈ [0, 1] and inf{∅} = ∞ by convention. The function S − i is called the generalized inverse of S i , and as such it is equal to the usual inverse S −1 i (u) if the survival function is continuous (Embrechts and Hofert, 2013) . The proof of the following theorem is omitted, as it is a direct consequence of Sklar's theorem (Sklar, 1959) and Theorem 1. 
MRF copulas (2.9) are well-tailored to model dependent default times or, more generally, dependent risks in the context of the Enterprise Risk Management (ERM). Indeed, the MRF copulas emerge from default time specifications (2.3), (2.7) and (2.8), cover the full range of non-negative dependence when it is measured by the Spearman rho measure of correlation (Section 4) and are non-exchangeable unless the exposure matrix c is such that c 1,j = · · · = c n,j for all j = 1, . . . , l + m. Furthermore, the MRF copulas reduce to the product copula and the Fréchet upper bound copula, if there are only idiosyncratic r.f.'s j ∈ {1, . . . , l + m : i∈RC j = 1} and only systemic r.f.'s j ∈ {1, . . . , l :
Notwithstanding, the MRF copulas in their most general form are somewhat too abstract to be tackled analytically. As it often happens, some simplifying assumptions are necessary. For instance, it is possible to consider a class of linear stochastic processes Λ j (t) = Λ j t, j = 1, . . . , l + m, only. In such a case, (2.9) yields the following class of copula functions
where u i ∈ [0, 1] and i = 1, . . . , n. A simplification of (2.9), the subclass of the MRF copulas in (2.10) is rich enough to unify the well-known Archimedean and MarshallOlkin classes of copula functions. In fact, we have that (2.10) introduces a class of nonexchangeable Archimedean copulas and recovers the class of the Marshall-Olkin copulas, if the sets RC j contain at least two elements for some j ∈ {l+1, . . . , l+m} and j ∈ {1, . . . , l},
respectively. Moreover, we have that (2.10) simplifies to the product copula if the sets RC j have at most one element for all j ∈ {1. . . . , l + m}, and it reaches the Fréchet upper bound copula if the cardinalities of the sets RC j , j ∈ {1, . . . , l} coincide with the dimension of the copula whereas these sets are empty for all other risk factors.
The following theorem establishes a characteristic representation of MRF copulas (2.10)à la the popular common-shock framework (e.g., Asimit et al., 2010; Su and Furman, 2016b ).
) (2.10) if and only if
We conclude this section with some references. Namely, we note that the class of Archimedean copulas has been extensively used in the context of credit risk in, e.g., Hull
and White (2006), Choudhry (2010), Constantinescu et al. (2011) and references therein, as well as in the general ERM in, e.g., Frees and Valdez (1998) , Kole et al. (2007) , Sandström (2010) and Staudt (2010) . Also, the class of the Marshall-Olkin copulas has been recently suggested for applications in credit risk in Cherubini et al. (2013) , and its applications to insurance mathematics were presented in Bowers et al. (1997) .
Probability of simultaneous default
Survival function (2.5) is not absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure on R n 0,+ , and as a result, default specifications (2.1), (2.3), (2.7) and (2.8) as well as copula functions (2.9) and (2.10) allow for non-zero probabilities of simultaneous default.
One empirical justification for accommodating this phenomenon is the famous example of 24 railway firms defaulting on June 21, 1970 (Azizpour and Giesecke, 2008) , another justification, that is somewhat more theoretical, is the conclusion of Das et al. (2007) that the mixed Poisson processes approach tends to underestimate the clustering of real world defaults.
We next formulate the probability of simultaneous default for the general MRF dependencies discussed in the previous section. To this end and for 2 ≤ k ≤ n, we denote the set of all risk factors that 'attack' the sub-portfolio {i 1 , . . . , i k } by
and we note that it is the union of two disjoint sets, that is of
and
In addition, for 1 ≤ h ≤ k and 2 ≤ k ≤ n, we let
Last but not least, for t ∈ R 0,+ , let
Theorem 5. Consider default specification (2.3), and let {i 1 , . . . , i k } establish an index set with 2 ≤ k ≤ n, then the probability of simultaneous default is given by
where | · | denotes set's cardinality.
Under an additional assumption of linearity of the integrated intensity, the probability of simultaneous default can be simplified as follows.
Corollary 1. Let Λ j (t) = Λ j t for all j = 1, . . . , l + m and t ∈ R 0,+ , and leave the rest of the set-up in Theorem 5 unchanged, then the probability of simultaneous default of the
and | · | stands for set's cardinality.
Unless very special cases are of interest, e.g., when the set of the r.f.'s having fullycomonotonic hitting times is empty (RF
or when the set of the r.f.'s having POD hitting times is empty (RF m (i 1 ,...,i k ) = ∅) and in addition the r.v.'s Λ j , j ∈ RF i 1 ,...,i k follow favourable probability distributions (Section 4), even expression (3.7) is somewhat involved to be handled analytically. However, it is worth noting that Corollary 1 is quite convenient to compute the probability of simultaneous default employing Monte-Carlo simulations.
In summary, we have hitherto derived a number of important results in the context of the general form of the MRF dependencies as well as in the special case when the integrated intensities are linear. However, in order to obtain insights into such higher level characteristics of the new dependence structures as, e.g., measures of rank correlation and indices of tail dependence, further assumptions are required. In the following, we assume that the r.v.'s Λ j are stochastically independent and distributed gamma with shape parameters ξ j (∈ R + ) and unit scales, j = 1, . . . , l + m. The above choice of the distribution of Λ j may seem ad hoc at the first glance, but it is well motivated by the CreditRisk + approach, which serves as one of the most popular ways to model default risk in the modern practice of credit risk. The assumption gives birth to the Clayton subclass of the MRF dependencies.
Clayton multiple risk factor copula functions
Let Λ j ∼ Ga(ξ j , 1), j = 1, . . . , l + m denote (l + m) stochastically independent r.v.'s distributed gamma. Then the probability density function of Λ j is
and the corresponding Laplace transform is
The latter observation immediately establishes that gamma distributions are infinitely divisible and so closed under convolutions, i.e., in our case, we have that Λ := Λ 1 +· · ·+Λ n is distributed Ga(ξ, 1), where ξ = ξ 1 + · · · + ξ n . Importantly, even if the scale parameters are not equal, the distribution of the convolution is still a gamma but with a random shape parameter. This is formulated in the following lemma.
Let K be an integer valued non-negative r.v. with the probability mass function
, which is given by
where, for σ i ∈ R + and σ
Lemma 1 (Moschopoulos, 1985 , also, Hürlimann, 2001 and Furman and Landsman, 2005 .
. . , n denote gamma distributed and independent stochastically r.v.'s with arbitrary shape and scale parameters, and let Λ =
and K is an integer valued non-negative r.v. with p.m.f. (4.3).
We note in passing that if σ 1 = · · · = σ n , then K = 0 almost surely, and the findings of the lemma reduce to the simple convolution of gamma distributed r.v.'s with equal scale parameters.
We further introduce the Clayton subclass of the MRF dependencies. The definition below follows from (2.10) and (4.2). We remind that the doubly stochastic Poisson approach with gamma distributed intensities has been adapted in CreditRisk + , and, as such, it is arguably one of the most popular ways to model dependent defaults in nowadays credit risk practice. The method has been often criticized for underestimating the clustering of defaults' occurrences (Das et al., 2007) . We note that the Clayton MRF dependencies augment the POD hitting times of the r.f.'s in CreditRisk + with the fully comonotonic hitting times of the so called systemic r.f.'s. This allows for a mechanism to model the clustering of defaults more accurately and may thus resolve to an extent the aforementioned drawback of the CreditRisk + method.
where u i ∈ [0, 1] and ξ c,i = j∈RF i ξ j for i = 1, . . . , n.
In order to state our next results, we break the vector parameter ξ = (ξ 1 , . . . , ξ l+m ) ′ as following ξ := (α ′ , γ ′ ) ′ where α := (α 1 , . . . , α l ) ′ and γ := (γ l+1 , . . . , γ l+m ) ′ . Then, with the help of the set notations introduced earlier, we can have general sums of the form
where ' ' can be a parameter, e.g., α, γ, ξ or a r.v., e.g., Λ, and '•' is any one of i 1 , . . . , i k , (i 1 , . . . , i k ), (i 1 , . . . , i k ) and i h , (i 1 , . . . , i k ).
It is easy to see that, for a fixed dimension and (u 1 , . . . , u n )
• if the sets RC j contain at most one element for all j ∈ {1, . . . , l + m}, then
. . , u n ) -the product copula;
• if |RC j | = n for some j ∈ {1, . . . , l} and are zero otherwise, then
. . , u n ) -the Fréchet upper bound copula;
• if |RC j | = n for some j ∈ {l + 1, . . . , m + l} and are zero otherwise, then
-the Clayton Archimedean copula;
• if the sets RC j have at least one element for j ∈ {1, . . . , l} and are empty sets otherwise, then
The closure under convolutions property of the r.v.'s distributed gamma, and more generally Lemma 1, facilitate yet additional simplification of (3.6) in the context of the Clayton MRF copulas. A very special case of Theorem 5 and Corollary 1, the following proposition establishes at a stroke two stand alone results obtained independently in Marshall and Olkin (1967) and Asimit et al. (2010) . Proposition 1. Within the Clayton subclass of the MRF copulas and with {i 1 , . . . , i k }, 2 ≤ k ≤ n establishing an index set, the probability of simultaneous default is given by and K is an integer-valued r.v. having p.m.f.à la (4.3) .
The rest of this section is devoted to deriving the Spearman rho measure of rank correlation in the context of the Clayton subclass of the MRF dependencies. It is wellknown that the Pearson measure of correlation can produce somewhat counter-intuitive results when the dependence is not linear, i.e., beyond the class of multivariate elliptical distributions (see, e.g., Fang et al., 1990) . The Spearman rho, succinctly ρ S , provides a natural extension for arbitrary dependencies.
Definition 2 (Nelsen, 2006) . Let the r.v.'s U and V have a copula C. Then the Spearman rho measure of rank correlation is given by
A number of notes are instrumental before formulating the expression for ρ S in the context of the Clayton MRF dependencies. First, we are interested in the bivariate copula functions only and thus (4.4) reduces to
Second, we recall that the (q+1)×q hypergeometric function (Gradshteyn and Ryzhik, 2014 ) is formulated as
where (p) n := p(p + 1) · · · (p + n − 1) for n ∈ Z + , (p) 0 := 1 and q ∈ Z + . For a 1 , . . . , a q+1 all positive, and these are the cases of interest in the present paper, the radius of convergence of the series is the open disk |z| < 1. On the boundary |z| = 1, the series converges
, and it converges except at z = 1 if
where x ∈ R 0,+ , and such that h(x) is well defined.
Theorem 6. Consider the Clayton subclass of the MRF copulas, then the Spearman measure of rank correlation is, for 1 ≤ i = k ≤ n, given by In the next section we study the dependence of extreme default times, i.e., the tail dependence, of the Clayton subclass of the MRF copulas. As the majority of the existing methods for quantifying tail dependence aim at random pairs, we specialize the discussion in the next section to the bivariate case, only. Some of our following results can be extended to the multivariate case with just a bit of an effort, others are rather involved when explored in higher dimensions and can serve as great future research topics for a technically adept mathematician.
Tail dependence of the generalized Clayton copula
Speaking plainly, tail dependence is about the clustering of extreme events. In the context of default risk, such clustering is written formally as
for 1 ≤ i = k ≤ n and t ↑ t * , where t * is the maximal default time of the risk portfolio {i, k}. In view of the above and keeping in mind that the Clayton MRF copulas are in fact survival copulas, i.e., they couple survival functions, in what follows we restrict our attention to the copula 
Classical measures of tail dependence
Speaking generally, there exist a variety of ways to quantify the extent of tail dependence in bivariate random vectors with dependence structures gathered by copulas (Nelsen, 2006; Durante and Sempi, 2015) . Arguably the most popular measure of lower tail dependence is nowadays attributed to Joe (1993) and given by
Non-zero (more precisely (0, 1]) values of (5.1) suggest lower tail dependence in C.
On a different note, when limit (5.1) is zero, it is often useful to turn to the somewhat more delicate index of weak tail dependence χ L ∈ [−1, 1] (Coles et al., 1999; Fischer and Klein, 2007) that is given by
and/or to the index of intermediate tail dependence
] (Ledford and
Tawn, 1996; Hua and Joe, 2011) that solves the equation
assuming that we can find a slowly varying at 0 function ℓ(u).
We next compute indices (5.1), (5.2) and (5.3) in the context of the Clayton subclass of the MRF copulas. We recollect to this end, that similarly to the general MRF copulas, the Clayton MRF copula functions admit default specifications with the exogenous r.f.'s having stochastically independent hitting times (idiosincratic r.f.'s) and positively orthant dependent or even fully comonotonic hitting times (systemic r.f.'s).
Proposition 2. In the context of the Clayton subclass of the MRF dependencies, we have,
Hence, the copula of the random default times (τ i , τ k ) ′ is lower tail dependent in the sense of (5.1) if the underlying default specification does not include idiosyncratic r.f.'s.
Furthermore, the higher the contribution of the systemic r.f.'s is (higher values of α c, (i,k) and thus, for fixed margins, lower values of γ c,(i,k) ), the more lower tail dependent the copula of the default times (τ i , τ k ) ′ is.
Proposition 3. Within the Clayton subclass of the MRF dependencies, we have, for
1 ≤ i = k ≤ n, that
the index of weak lower tail dependence is given by
χ L (C ξ ) = ξ c,(i,k) ξ c,i + ξ c,i,(i,k) ξ c,(i,k) ξ c,k + ξ c,k,(i,k) ,(5.
4) whereas the index of intermediate lower tail dependence is given by
Indices (5.1), (5.2) and (5.3) may underestimate the amount of tail dependence in copulas that are symmetric or asymmetric, with or without singularities (Furman et al., 2015) . The reason is that all the aforementioned indices of lower tail dependence rely entirely on the behaviour of copulas along their main diagonal (u, u) 0≤u≤1 . However, the tail dependence of copulas can be substantially stronger along the paths other than the main diagonal. This can be a serious disadvantage, as reported by, e.g., Schmid and Schmidt (2007) , Zhang (2008), Li et al. (2014), and Furman et al. (2015) . In the next example, we elucidate this phenomenon in the context of the Clayton subclass of the MRF dependencies.
Example 3. Consider the bivariate Clayton MRF copula with γ c,(i,k) ≡ 0, ξ c,i,(i,k) = 0 and ξ c,k,(i,k) = 0. Then, by (4.6),
Appealing to Propositions 2 and 3, we readily have, for
Then denote by λ * L (C α ) and κ * L (C α ) two indicesà la (5.1) and (5.3), respectively, but along an alternative than diagonal path, and let such path be the singularity path
. In this case, we readily obtain that
where the equality holds only if ξ c,i = ξ c,k .
To conclude, Example 3 shows that in the context of the Clayton MRF copulas, all classic indices of tail dependence may not yield the maximal measures of extreme default times' co-movements.
Measures of maximal tail dependence
If there existed a one word paradigm that could characterize the modern regulatory accords in financial risk management, then it would be 'prudence'. Indeed, regulators around the globe have been making tremendous efforts to convey the necessity of modelling the effect of 'low probability/high severity risks' on the risk portfolios of insurance companies and banks. We next formally introduce measures of maximal tail dependence. To this end, we heavily borrow from Furman et al. (2015) . Then the path (ϕ(u), u 2 /ϕ(u)) 0≤u≤1 is admissible whenever the function ϕ is admissible. In order to determine the strongest extreme co-movements of risks for any copula C, we search for functions ϕ ∈ A that maximize the probability
or, equivalently, the function
which is non-negative for PQD copulas C. Then an admissible function ϕ * ∈ A is called a function of maximal dependence if
for all u ∈ (0, 1). The corresponding admissible path (ϕ * (u), u 2 /ϕ * (u)) 0≤u≤1 is called a path of maximal dependence. Generally speaking, the path ϕ * is not unique, but for each such path the value of Π ϕ * is the same. In what follows, we use the notation Π * (u) instead of Π ϕ * (u).
Prudent variants of measures (5.1), (5.2) and (5.3) are then introduced as (5.9) subject to the existence of the limits, and also We next formulate and prove the main result of this section. Figure 1 visualizes some of the notions in it.
Theorem 7. Consider the Clayton subclass of the MRF copulas, then we have, for
• the index of maximal strong lower tail dependence is given by
• the index of maximal weak lower tail dependence is given by
• the index of maximal intermediate lower tail dependence is given by k,(i,k) . 
Conclusions
Copulas have become an important element of the best practice ERM, superseding in many contexts other more traditional approaches to modelling stochastic dependence.
However, choosing the right copula is not an easy call, and the temptation to make the decision in favour of a tractable rather than a meaningful copula is high. The use of the Gaussian copula to price the collateralized debt obligations is one illuminating example.
A good copula should conform to a problem at hand, be asymmetric and exhibit some extent of tail dependence. The MRF copulas that we have introduced and studied in this paper are exactly such. Namely, they admit stochastic representations that are meaningful in the context of the ERM, arise from a number of default risk specifications with stochastic default barriers and are in general not symmetric in their domains of definition. Furthermore, the MRF copulas cover the full range of non-negative dependence when measured by the Spearman rho index of rank correlation, allow for a variety of tail dependences, and are yet quite tractable analytically.
Among immediate applications, the MRF copulas generalize the CreditRisk + framework by augmenting systemic risk factors having fully comonotonic hitting times, thus making the overall default times more positively orthant dependent. As the CreditRIsk + method has been criticized for underestimating the clustering of real world defaults, we believe that the MRF copulas may serve as a reasonable supplement. That being said, as the notion of systemic risk is of fundamental importance in the nowadays era of prudent risk management, we think that the MRF copulas may be of interest for modelling general dependent (insurance) risks, well beyond the context of credit risk. 
Appendix A Proofs
Proof of Equation 2.2. For t ∈ R 0,+ and i = 1, . . . , n, we have by construction that
which proves the assertion.
⊓ ⊔
Proof of Equation 2.3. By construction and for t i ∈ R 0,+ , i = 1, . . . , n, we obtain the following string of equations
which proves the desired equation. ⊓ ⊔ Proof of Theorem 2. As the equivalence of (D1) and (D2) is trivial, we only prove that (D1) is equivalent to (2.3). By conditioning, we have that, for t i ∈ R 0,+ , i = 1, . . . , n,
Consequently, the unconditional joint survival function is given, for t i ∈ R 0,+ , i = 1, . . . , n,
Finally, by rewriting (A.1) in terms of the Laplace transforms of Λ j (t), we obtain joint survival function (2.5). This completes the proof.
Proof of Theorem 4. To prove the 'if' part, note that, for
Hence the joint c.d.f. of U coincides with (2.10). The 'only if' part follows by the uniqueness of the Laplace transform. This completes the proof.
Proof of Theorem 5. Since the non-zero probability of simultaneous default can only come from the risk factors in RF l i , i = 1, . . . , n, we obtain, for any t ∈ R 0,+ and by conditioning on Λ(t) := (Λ 1 (t), . . . , Λ l+m (t))
′ , that
The proof is then completed by interchanging the order of integration.
Proof of Corollary 1. Under the assumption of linearity, we obviously have that, for j = 1, . . . , l + m and t ∈ R 0,+ ,
as well as that
Consequently, denoting by L j the c.d.f. of the r.v. Λ j , the integrand in (3.6) reduces to
This completes the proof. 
We further compute I 1 (ξ) whereas the other integral can be tackled in a similar fashion.
By change of variables and evoking Equation (3.197(1)) in Gradshteyn and Ryzhik (2014) , we obtain that
2 F 1 γ c,(i,k) , 1; 2ξ c,i + 1;
where b = 2ξ c,i + 2ξ c,k − ξ c, (i,k) . Furthermore, note that as the 2 F 1 hypergeometric function has the following integral representation for all v ∈ R,
.111 in loc. cit.), we obtain the following string of integrals
where F 1 is the bivariate hypergeometric function, and '
=' and '
=' hold by Equations (3.211), (9.182(1)) and (7.512(12)), respectively, in Gradshteyn and Ryzhik (2014) . The expression for I 2 (ξ) is then by analogy
We note in passing that the hypergeometric functions in I 1 (ξ) and I 2 (ξ) converge abso- where a, b, c are all positive and such that s 1 = a + b > 2, s 2 = a + c > 2, and s = a + b + c.
,(i,k) + 1 and c = 2ξ c,k,(i,k) + 1, then we have that s 1 = 2ξ c,i + 1 and s 2 = 2ξ c,k + 1, and the assertion follows using (4.8).
Proof of Proposition 2. By (4.6), we have the limit
First consider the case when ξ c,i,(i,k) = 0 and/or ξ c,k,(i,k) = 0, and set without loss of generality ξ c,i < ξ c,k . Then the limit becomes
In the other case, i.e., when both ξ c,i,(i,k) and ξ c,k,(i,k) are zero, we have that that is unknown. Consequently, we have that the function x → C ξ (x, u 2 /x) may or may not achieve its maximum on the interval (u 2ξ c,i /(ξ c,i +ξ c,k ) , 1), and there may be one such maximum, only.
To summarize, there are two possibilities:
(1) (Figure 2 , left panel) -the function x → C ξ (x, u 2 /x) is strictly increasing on (u 2 , u 2ξ c,i /(ξ c,i +ξ c,k ) ) and strictly decreasing on (u 2ξ c,i /(ξ c,i +ξ c,k ) , 1). Therefore its maximum is achieved at x = u 2ξ c,i /(ξ c,i +ξ c,k ) , the function of maximal dependence is ϕ * (u) = Then the substitution of (A.9) into (A.5) yields 
